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Objective
The ICARUS detector’s dual cryostat geometry, high beam energy, and 6° angle to the 
NuMI beam line allows for tracks from neutrino interactions (usually muons) to cross 
from one cryostat to the other, which is more common for higher energy events.

• By reassembling crossing tracks and using the total track length, it is possible to 
make an accurate momentum estimate, which is useful for many studies

• It may also be possible to recover more events for use in analysis by loosening 
restrictions on events with crossing tracks by allowing them to not be within the 
fiducial volume (vertex far from the edges of the cryostats)

To find crossing candidates, a series of cuts are applied to attempt to isolate signal 
events, which we define as crossing tracks from a nu event:

• Cut tracks that are tagged by the reconstruction 
chain as being very likely cosmic, slices that 
are determined to be very cosmic-like, and 
tracks with a poor match between its 
scintillation light and TPC charge

• Tag tracks with endpoints near the x=±72cm 
anodes and pair them up as candidates

• Cut on deviation and change in track direction

Vertex X position for muons in a nu-only sample, active volume 
edges are at X=±369,±72 cm. The spike at X=72 is due to crossing 
track.

• Tracks exiting anywhere except |x|=72 are cut

• We calculate an “effective range” of the particle 
by taking a weighted sum through each material 
it passes through (weighted by density)

• Range calculation is more accurate in terms of 
bias and SD than currently used MCS based 
estimates (which may improve in the future)

• Tail for momentum 
from range is a matter
for further investigation

Crossing track candidate in data, vertex (bottom of left image) creates a track that passes through cryo0 and appears at the cryo1 anode.

Finding Crossing Candidates

Set deviation and change in track direction cuts at the value for 95% of 
exiting tracks at track lengths equal to the expected effective track 
ranges in the inactive volume (accounting for material radiation lengths).

Deviation angle for true crossers and candidate crossers. Both 
passing signal and purity are relatively high. True crossers are 
defined as crossing particles with at least one reconstructed 
track in each cryostat after cutting likely cosmics.

Deviation and change in track direction is the angle 
between the color-coded vectors (red+blue for deviation 
and red+purple for change in direction)

Momentum From Range on Crossing 
Tracks

Momentum from range calculation has four times lower SD 
and almost no bias when compared to MCS
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ICARUS physical structure with two cryostats inside a containment 
chamber, each filled with liquid argon (LAr) and housing detector 
volume. [1]
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Conclusion: Crossing particles with well reconstructed tracks have been well-identified in nu-
only MC and show improved momentum measurements. These updated algorithms/definitions 
will be studied in samples with cosmics to better understand the effects of backgrounds. 


